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This paper examines the current issues and shortfalls of psychological operations (PSYOP) support to Strategic Communications in Afghanistan. The United States Government Strategic Communications message is not reaching the center of gravity, the Afghan people, and there is no coherent plan to provide a comprehensive message. Viable options are suggested to improve PSYOP dissemination of Strategic Communications. Properly resourced, and provided with expanded authorities based on policy changes, PSYOP can fill the current Strategic Communication gaps in Afghanistan.
The US military is not sufficiently organized, trained, or equipped to analyze, plan, coordinate and integrate the full spectrum of capabilities available to promote America’s interests. Changes in the global information environment require the Department of Defense (DOD), in conjunction with other US Government (USG) agencies, to implement more deliberate and well-developed Strategic communication processes. Strategic communication is a vital component of U.S. national security.¹

This paper examines the current issues and shortfalls of psychological operations (PSYOP) support to strategic communications in Afghanistan. PSYOP is a primary tool in the battle to inform audiences not reached by other information disciplines that support the Strategic Communications plan in Afghanistan. Since the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, the capability of the US PSYOP Operations Task Force (POTF) in Afghanistan to disseminate strategic communications through regional media has steadily decreased. PSYOP personnel and resources in Afghanistan were reduced in order to meet requirements for PSYOP operations in Iraq. Despite this purposeful reduction in PSYOP capacity, General Petraeus stated in early February of 2009, that the battlefield (center of gravity) in Afghanistan is not the country, but the Afghan population.² The ability of US forces to react to a nimble adversary who does not follow the same rules as the US is inadequate in Afghanistan. By 2007, the POTF’s ability to react to a nimble opponent did not significantly improve. The POTF’s capabilities and capacity had suffered a steady decline of key personnel and PSYOP units assigned in Afghanistan from 2003 through 2007. Translators assigned to the POTF were reduced not only commensurate with the US force reduction, but the POTF received a lower priority for translators further reducing the number of translators assigned to the product development section. Translators, who had worked with the POTF for several years,
were abruptly reassigned to higher priority US units. Newly assigned translators required training as their duties required the translation of US PSYOP products in the desired languages of Afghanistan. In April of 2006 the reassignment of all PSYOP Regional Battalion assets from Afghanistan, left the POTF with only a tactical PSYOP product development capacity. Further reducing the number of US soldiers developing PSYOP products from twenty-five to eight PSYOP personnel. In addition to these personnel reductions, the PSYOP commercial contracts with a new Afghanistan public relations firm which was contracted to propose, write, and translate, stories to partially address the reduction was declared legally insufficient and the contract terminated for the good the US Government. Due to existing US funding processes these contracts for PSYOP products were not reestablished. In July of 2006, Regional Command (RC) South PSYOP forces lead by a British PSYOP unit, were reassigned from the US control to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). During this transition to NATO, the RC South PSYOP unit also suffered a reduction of personnel and forces including US personnel who were part of PSYOP product development. The NATO led PSYOP effort had an entirely different focus than the US PSYOP effort, and no longer supported the US Strategic Communications plan. All of these factors contributed to the decline of US capacity and capability in Afghanistan to react to a nimble, unconstrained, opponent in the information and influence realm.

As the US continues to face non-state actors in ideological struggles, garnering influence external to the US and denying support to an enemy are critical to influencing the center of gravity and determining the end-state of the conflict. Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF), including PSYOP, is increasingly important in the
execution of the Global War on Terror (GWOT). PSYOP traditionally shapes and influences minds on the battlefield, and is a key component of Strategic Communications.

Psychological operations is defined in Joint Publication 1-02 as the planned operations to convey selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals. The purpose of psychological operations is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to the originator’s objectives.³

Successful PSYOP effectively delivers on-time and on-target messages. The ability to quickly craft appropriate lines of persuasion (LOP), themes, and messages that resonate effectively with the target audience is the challenge. Timeliness is lost in protracted assessments and staff decision processes from the strategic through tactical levels. The message often lost or diluted because operators and decision makers decide that products are unacceptable based on their perceived expertise, or western viewpoint. Hasty, or battlefield expedient qualitative and quantitative measures of effectiveness (MOEs), attempt to ensure timely and appropriately targeted messages. However, operational truth and perception are merely a snapshot, or picture, in the minds of the target audience(s). Those who speak fastest, or first, are often perceived as purveyors of truth, especially if the so-called ‘truth’ fits preconceived notions created by centuries of historical precedent. Due to the speed of the process, PSYOP works at an often significant disadvantage against our enemies. In traditional kinetic warfare, the United States normally achieves tactical and operational advantage by quickly overwhelming its adversaries. Communications efforts must, likewise, quickly reach out and resonate on target for maximum effectiveness. The challenge of producing a coherent, understandable message, before the enemy does, is critical. J.B. Jones (a
former commander of the 4th PSYOP Group, and Senior Director of Strategic Communications and Information for the National Security Council), and P. Taylor (Professor of International Communications at the University of Leeds) both emphasize the critical importance of producing a fast and effective message:

….The information on the War on Terror is going so badly that something must be done. Already longer than World War Two, Western Strategic Communication directed towards the Arab and Muslim World has failed because the military, while quite good at tactical operation propaganda, is not by itself equipped to work at the strategic or political level. This is because Western militaries regard information as a support tool. For the Al Qaida and the Taliban it is the main weapon.4

PSYOP encompasses both art and science in addressing the Strategic Communications problems of speed, accuracy and the physical limits of the battle space. It supports the Strategic Communications plan which, in turn, is part of Military Support to Public Diplomacy. However PSYOP does not adequately support Strategic Communications.

The United States and its allies are engaged in a battle of ideas and concepts in Afghanistan. As a tool in that battle, PSYOP creates messages, provides information to non-US media, and enables the media to reach selected populations not normally accessed by Strategic Communications or US Army Public Affairs. The United States and allied nations often operate reactively in what they refer to as a “response to query” (RTQ). The mission of the Public Affairs Officer (PAO) is to publish stories related to a commander’s talking points regarding immediate, daily, or weekly events. Commanders incur increased risk with excessive press releases, or allowing the media’s unrestricted access to available relevant facts, or greater media access to the commander. This perception of increased risk often results in a restriction of information and messages to the media. Lacking access to accurate information or messages on any military related
incidents or policy, the media often seek alternative sources. That alternative information is frequently unfavorable to the US government and military. An illustration of this problem is the recent (2008-2009) US air strikes in Afghanistan. The Taliban conducted an effective information campaign, alleging excessive non-combatant causalities from coalition airstrikes in Afghanistan. US forces were unable to convince the local and international media that they did not kill innocent civilians in these airstrikes. That negative message cost the President of Afghanistan popular support. This misperception was reinforced by the local and international media, communicating to the Afghan people, asserting that the US was bombing compounds and killing large numbers of Afghan civilians, without an acceptable reason. The President of Afghanistan losing popular support attempted to limit the coalition use of airpower in Afghanistan. The insurgency, realizing they could not compete with the coalition airpower, had changed their focus to creating events (the killing of innocent civilians) in order to restrict bombing runs. A quick analysis would suggest some of the insurgency operations were designed specifically to create the appearance of the excessive use of airpower by coalition forces. This perceived excessive use of coalition airpower, combined with the culture of Afghan tribal politics has created political instability for a weak Afghanistan Government. Airpower in support of small units has allowed coalition forces to greatly expand the areas in support of the Afghanistan Government. The inability of PSYOP or Strategic Communications to address this perception of excessive casualties has restricted one of the most effective kinetic tools available to the coalition.
The problem of an insufficiently focused Strategic Communications plan is traced to a lack of clearly definable authorities. One complicating factor in obtaining the required focus is that there are several strategic communication definitions. The most current definitions are found in the: 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), Strategic Communication Execution Roadmap; Joint Publication (JP) 5-0; and, the Army Field Manual 3.0 (which lays out the responsibilities for Strategic Communication).

The QDR defines Strategic Communication as: “Focused United States Government processes and efforts to understand and engage key audiences to create, strengthen or preserve conditions favorable to advance national interests and objectives through the use of coordinated information, themes, plans, programs, and actions synchronized with other elements of national power.” This definition implies that US Strategic Communication processes are laid out with a responsible governmental agency in the lead for Military Strategic Communications efforts. It implies a clear flow of information regarding Strategic Communication information, from the executive agency to the military user. The joint definition of Strategic Communication matches the QDR definition, except for replacing the words “national interests” with “US Government interests.” In December, 2008, the Army redefined strategic communications in a far more detailed manner. For the first time, it laid out the importance of the Strategic Communications process, including the need to shape the environment. Now, providing access and information to the media is critical to the process of strategic communications, a tool of US policy. The PAO now has a responsibility to be proactive in the Strategic Communications process, and not return to a passive role, utilizing RTQ. It was always the job of the PAO to arrange access for local and
international media (as operational requirements dictate), but now the PAO message should be tied to the Strategic Communications plan. One of the gaps in Strategic Communications is that access to the local and international media is not the primary duty of the Army PAO. One of the issues with having a PAO involved with strategic communications is the potential compromise of credibility for both the PAO and the commander. “This [concern for credibility] requires care and consideration when synchronizing public affairs with other information engagement activities. Public affairs and other information engagement tasks must be synchronized to ensure consistency, command credibility, and operations security.”

The Army Strategic Communication program is nested in Defense Support to Public Diplomacy, one part of the Department of State’s Strategic Communications program. Defense Support to Public Diplomacy is critical to peacetime theater security cooperation plans (TSCP), a key component of peacetime support and the authority to execute Strategic Communications when not engaged in a conflict. In order to engage key audiences, the Army “implements Strategic Communication and defense support to Public Diplomacy while applying focused efforts to understand and engage key audiences.” Colonel Nelson McChouch, head of the Strategic Communications Division in the Office of the Chief of Public Affairs, stated: “Strategic Communications is about communicating to our audience what’s going on in the Army, and explaining it in terms or concepts people can understand, so that they can be a part of achieving the goal.” Three shortfalls identified by Colonel McChouch are: identifying the target key audiences; obtaining the resources to reach them; and knowing who consistently targets them. The challenge in Afghanistan is in identifying an agency and entity with
enough resources to provide a consistent flow of information to support Strategic Communications to the targeted population. US Public Diplomacy focuses on modern electronic audio visual media, but the majority of that information never reaches the Afghan local populace, or the insurgents. The Defense Science Board (a government ‘think tank’) illustrated this disconnect between ways and means in the current insurgencies, stating: “winning the global struggle for ideas requires waging a much more effective Strategic Communication effort here and abroad.”\textsuperscript{13} “To do this, however, we must give up the assumed advantages of the ‘incumbent’ and trade them for the real edge of the ‘insurgent’ in the information age. Building an insurgent global Strategic Communication culture that borrows the most effective private sector marketing and political campaign techniques will be at the core of rebuilding and reinventing the way the U.S. listens, engages, and communicates with the world.”\textsuperscript{14}

US Government Strategic Communications lacks a consistent effort to provide a culturally focused Strategic Communications message that not only transmits the appropriate message, and also takes into account the complete historical and ethnic influences of the target audience. There have been several organizational attempts to meet this need. The United States Information Agency (USIA) was disbanded in November of 1999, after successfully supporting this mission for nearly forty-six years. Its Strategic Communications mission was to provide messages in the gaps left by mainstream electronic audio-visual media. For example, news provided to Eastern Europe through Radio Free Europe. USIA was responsible for providing long-term US Government policy-relevant messages for selected foreign audiences. After the disbandment of USIA, two organizations tried (and failed) to fill the Strategic
Communications void: the Office of Strategic Influence (OSI); and, the Under Secretary of Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs.\textsuperscript{15}

The OSI, disbanded in February, 2002. It was a military organization, located in the Pentagon, and was controversial due to perception problems with the American media. OSI Director, Air Force Brigadier General Simon P. Worden, stated in mid-February of 2002 that in support of the military mission, OSI would lie, if necessary, to the American media and the world.\textsuperscript{16} This public statement created such a controversy and public outcry that the OSI was disbanded.\textsuperscript{17}

Public Diplomacy, currently defined as inherent in all State Department Operations, did not in create a dedicated, responsible organization with appropriate resources to execute a Strategic Communications mission. Public Diplomacy remains and the Strategic Communication mission is an additional duty for State Department personnel. No additional funding, personnel, or access to media resources were provided to the Department of State when it assumed the additional mission of Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communications. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported, on three occasions, that Department of State (DOS) failed to effectively integrate and coordinate its own efforts to marginalize extremists, promote shared values, and that it lacked a coherent strategy.\textsuperscript{18}

David Hitchcock, in his article “Making Public Diplomacy Work,” summarized the reasons why Public Diplomacy is failing. He described how an organizational chart would show that Public Diplomacy functions are entwined through a myriad of dotted lines, stuck in different DOS bureaus. These bureaus missions are primarily political and economic specifically to one country often to the exclusion of other issues. Work
on synchronized Public Diplomacy is often an afterthought of the bureaus located within
DOS. The once-integrated, now dispersed, tools of public diplomacy are not used
effectively to achieve a maximum impact on attitudes of overseas leaders and
audiences. “The ingredients (tools) are cooking away, on different Washington stoves,
even in different kitchens – and with no experienced, responsible chef. The result: a
cold, unattractive menu, far less than the sum of a square meal.”

Just as public diplomacy is failing to provide a Strategic Communications
message, operational level PSYOP support to Strategic communication suffers a similar
shortfall. The US military needs to change the paradigm of the information battlefield in
order to allow PSYOP to fill information gaps that result from the lack of a coherent
Strategic Communication program. Although it should, Strategic Communication does
not reliably inform and modify the behavior of the selected populations, or provide
access to those groups who have not received the Strategic Communications message.

At the Joint Task Force (JTF) level, a commander engages audiences only within
his Area of Responsibility (AOR). PSYOP is unable to target audiences outside of the
commander’s AOR, or before the AOR is established. In Afghanistan, the roots of the
current conflict span a significant portion of history and transcend the boundaries of the
state. The battle for influencing the minds of the insurgents and the population is
shaped by events, ideas and messages outside of the AOR. Prior to a conflict, only the
US Ambassador (to a state that later is a source of foreign fighters) has the authority to
conduct Strategic Communications to address the target audience likely to produce
those future foreign fighters. However, US Ambassadors lack the resources and
access to communicate a coherent Strategic Communications message to counter the
growth of foreign fighters. In Afghanistan, the US JTF Commander’s AOR, designated as RC East, borders Pakistan and the other four RC commands in Afghanistan. The country of Afghanistan itself shares common borders with four other countries, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and a very small portion of India. Those adjacent areas are unreached by the US message. Foreign fighters, from the Middle East and the Far East, as well as Afghans entering RC East from others AOs, bring support to the insurgency in RC East. This support includes material and financial aid, as well as external messages. While the typical insurgent’s age is between 13 to 18 years of age (a young male with little or no economic prospects at home), they often receive the insurgent’s message before the age of nine years. The inability to counter growth of foreign fighters and their messages is a significant gap in the effectiveness of the JTF Commander’s strategic communications plan.

Currently, in Afghanistan daily PSYOP messages are produced by less than ten PSYOP soldiers and eight translators, responsible for product research, development, production, and printing. The printing process is either contracted out, or done on a limited scale by a separate group of military personnel. Several attempts were made to commercially outsource PSYOP research and production requirements, but produced unsatisfactory results. PSYOP audio products are limited to four hours of radio, every two weeks, and limited leaflets and handbills supporting ongoing operations. These leaflets and handbills are often requested three to four weeks in advance to support military operations. Rapidly produced printed material is limited to single color leaflets in amounts under 200,000 for immediate operations. Production requires up to twenty-four hours, plus delivery time to the dissemination area. With an Afghan literacy rate of
twenty-eight percent, the use of images, pictures, and audio broadcasts are far more
effective in Strategic Communications. Radio is the fastest and most effective media
in Afghanistan, especially when working with a predominately illiterate populace.
Department of State Public Diplomacy has little to no capacity to broadcast their
Strategic Communications message in Afghanistan. The RC East Psychological
Operations Task Force (POTF) focus is on pre-recorded radio broadcasts and leaflets.
Both messages are limited in distribution. Very few radio stations have internet
capability (to receive digitally recorded messages from the POTF), requiring messages
sent via convoy, slowing delivery and increasing risk to the US soldier. Audio
programming distribution to local radio stations requires seventeen days, from
conception to delivery. The capacity of the JTF Commander to quickly communicate an
account of events to the general Afghan public in a timely manner is hampered by this
process.

The Strategic Communications message of the Afghan and US governments to
the people and the regional audiences are only partly disseminated due to the restricted
information flow. The remote unconnected newspapers and radio stations, to include
those which exist in the periphery of the border regions, continually sway their
populaces, which are critical in the US military’s battle for the center of gravity of the
Afghan populace. The insurgents know where the media outlets are, the numbers and
ways to get their message to them, and they are using them to effectively influence the
population. In 2006, the Taliban was able to claim credit for the downing of an Apache
helicopter on the local radio and the internet in less than thirty minutes. It took twenty-
four hours for the JTF to communicate that the helicopter crashed due to mechanical
failure. This lag in Strategic Communications severely harms the credibility of the JTF commander. Simply watching the current campaign by the Taliban against the use of US aircraft inflicting extreme casualties on insurgent forces and their ability to redirect the perception of indiscriminate killing of the Afghan populace is causing the Afghan people to lose faith in the Afghanistan government’s ability to protect them. This perception of indiscriminate killing also portrays a brutal image of coalition military forces to the international media. It does not matter if the air strikes are causing the damage or not, or if the dead are truly combatants, or if the number of Afghan dead is factual. Many of the Afghan people think the reports are credible and President of Afghanistan must deal with that perception. Insurgent forces are not similarly constrained. Mshari Al–Zaydi, a Middle East journalist and expert on Islam and Islamic fundamentalism, stated that the Middle Eastern Media “have transformed the media into a creator events and their impact, because of the emotions it generated from such coverage.” The insurgents place great importance on manipulating this type of coverage, and Al-Qaida continues as a significant part of that insurgency. David Killcullen, a counterinsurgency expert, noted that the “information side of Al-Qaida’s operation is primary; the physical is merely the tool to achieve a propaganda result”. The information part of every operation is planned as well as the actual attack.

During the 2003 invasion of Iraq, freedom of movement for embedded media, along with the volume of their reports and access to regional media, combined to effectively disseminate Strategic Communications. Worldwide audiences were able to cross-check information through multiple sources and multiple networks, most with twenty-four hour news coverage. Afghan reporters that are willing to travel to combat
areas or to or other newsworthy events have been (and remain) unable to do so because of limited transportation capability of the Afghan Government and US Military. One effect of this limited ability to travel is that the Afghan press often produces reports based on questionable sources, with little factual or verifiable information. The insurgents provide primary sources to the regional media, unconstrained by concerns for accuracy. Few reporters have the resources to validate this insurgent-provided information, typically portraying a stereotypical view of coalition forces, so it often receives a great deal of play in the regional press.

There are four recommended solutions to the problems of effective PSYOP support to Strategic Communications in Afghanistan. First, to produce a credible message that will be listened to by the Afghan population. With its largely illiterate populace and spotty radio reception or lack of local radio broadcasts addressing local issues, small, local radio stations are the means to address the media gap that exists in Afghanistan. Special Operations Forces in Afghanistan established a free-flowing information conduit that reached out, by radio, to a population of approximately four million Afghans. Special Forces units, often paired with a PSYOP team, ran an aggressive Commanders’ Information Program. This information program focused on two key principals: always the truth; and, broadly lay out the facts of the story and why it happened (even when it was not complimentary to the Special Forces teams). The words, deeds and actions of those units were part of coherent strategy to get the facts out to the local population. Small radio stations were established with locally hired and trained news directors and producers who wrote and produced their own stories and newscasts. These radio stations became important to their local communities and were
accepted as a source of alternative viewpoints and educational information. The stations were provided with four hours of news stories distributed by the POTF in Baghram. In locations with existing radio stations, the same news stories were provided to the station to supplement their existing programming with national and international news events. These new, small radio stations provided provincial government officials with a means to quickly address the populace and hear feedback of local Afghan concerns, increasing the amount of interaction between the people and the local government, and developing a better relationship. In some areas the radio stations began broadcasting weather reports and flash flood warnings, saving large number of lives in Eastern Afghanistan. Additionally, the reason that many small stations were so successful was much of the programming and news was done in the dominant local language or dialect.

Second, reestablishment of a US Government Strategic Communications entity, similar to USIA (disbanded in 1999). To direct a coherent Strategic Communication program to selected audiences in a time frame well before the conflict begins. Reestablishment of such a program would be a first step to a credible Strategic Communications message and help in closing the Strategic Communications gap. Proactive, long-term Strategic Communications will not fix the problem overnight, but take several years to develop and maintain. Responsability and control of this Strategic Communications program should rest with the Department of State. This requires no change of existing authorities since Department of State retains responsibility. Establishment of this capability requires additional funding, and additional personnel with the primary duty of communicating the US government’s
strategic communications message to a worldwide audience, in multiple native languages.

Third, redefining the boundaries of the Strategic Communications battle space to allow for communications beyond the AOR will require a US government policy change, allowing for a ‘whole-of-government’ response, involving primarily Department of State and Department of Defense cooperation and planning. The current geography of a PSYOP Commander’s battle space does not allow for mission success. The PSYOP target audience, under the authority of this new policy, must be expanded to reach populations outside of the AOR. Increased support to the Regional Combatant Commanders’ TSCP under this new authority will degrade or eliminate the insurgent’s ability to obtain support from outside the JTF Commander’s AOR.

Fourth, expansion of the PSYOP product development capacity begins with resourcing the Afghanistan PSYOP Product Development Cell (PDC) to produce more than just four hours of programming every two weeks. Currently, the US effort in Afghanistan operates at about ten hours per day, and only five and half days per week. Increasing the amount of Afghanistan PSYOP product development personnel and translators each to thirty would allow the PDC to provide twenty-four hour support to the JTF Commander. This expanded capability would give the PDC the ability to surge production to meet un-forcasted events and provide support in a more timely manner. In addition to increased hours, the PDC must expand its message languages. As of 2008, the US only published messages in two of the official languages of Afghanistan, Dari (fifty percent of the population), or Pashto (thirty five percent of the population). Messages did not address any of the lesser known languages such as Uzbek or
Turkmen (eleven percent), or an additional thirty minor languages (primarily Balochi and Pashai), representing four percent of the target population. Broadcasts in Persian or Urdu, or any number of dialects that exist in the border regions of Afghanistan, were not allowed under current policy in order to avoid problems with neighboring countries. In these border regions large population groups move back and forth claiming primarily tribal status, not state or national identity status. Populations that receive their news primarily in these lesser known languages or adjoining countries do not receive an effective PSYOP message. These same groups are often either passive or active supporters of the insurgents for any number of reasons. Limited language dissemination hinders the PSYOP commanders’ ability to effect audiences who exist on the periphery of the battle space of the JTF Commander whose primarily language is other than Pashto or Dari. This limited language dissemination has been a consistent shortfall in most previous PSYOP task forces. Changing this policy requires a diplomatic effort with neighboring countries, or a decision to ignore the concerns of those states, such as was made in the use of Radio Free Europe.

In conclusion, our Strategic Communications message is not reaching the center of gravity: the Afghan people. Currently, there is no coherent strategy to provide a comprehensive US government Strategic Communications message to that center of gravity the Afghan people. The most viable strategies to improve PSYOP dissemination of the Strategic Communications message in Afghanistan are to: establish a proactive and free-flowing information conduit to the Afghan people; reestablish a US government Strategic Communications entity (similar to USIA); redefine the boundaries of the strategic communications battle space to allow for communications beyond the RC East
AOR; and, expansion of the PSYOP product development capability and capacity. The lack of a robust communications infrastructure in Afghanistan is one problem that has no viable solution. Physical infrastructure, such as internet, fax machines, and non-cellular telephone networks is required in order to facilitate the transmittal of facts and stories to existing media outlets and to the Afghanistan populace the center of gravity. The US military does not currently have the internal resources to overcome this infrastructure shortfall in Afghanistan. In order to support the JTF Commander’s strategic communications plan, the PAO must remain proactive, and work in partnership with PSYOP in order to prevent message fratricide. Increasing PSYOP support to the peacetime TSCP allows Strategic Communications engagement well before hostilities commence, significantly reducing the flow of new insurgent forces into Afghanistan. Properly resourced and provided with expanded authorities based on policy changes, PSYOP can fill the aforementioned current Strategic Communication gaps in Afghanistan. In an era of persistent conflict, nimble and unconstrained enemies will continue to exploit the gaps in the Strategic Communications of US forces, unless recommended changes are enacted.
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